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Abstract— The external parasitic gate-drain capacitance is a
constant capacitance that exists between the externally accessible
gate and drain terminals of the power MOSFET, and it is
contributed by the layout of the gate and drain nodes routed in
the PCB. Due to its comparable magnitude with the internal gate-
drain capacitance of the silicon superjunction MOSFETs, it can
significantly affect the switching dynamics during the voltage-rise
and voltage fall periods. This effect is even more pronounced for
superjunction MOSFET with low current rating. In this work, a
quantitative investigation of the impact of the parasitic gate-drain
capacitance o the switching dynamics is presented and verified
experimentally for a wide operating condition for a 650V and
12A silicon superjunction MOSFET.

Index Terms— switching dynamics, silicon superjunction
MOSFET, CooLMOS, parasitic capacitance

I. INTRODUCTION

Silicon SuperJunction MOSFET (Si SJMOS) is widely used
in the power electronic converters, typically in the voltage
range of 600-650V. These devices have superior conduction
and switching performance when compared with conventional
Si MOSFETs due to lower on-state resistances and smaller
device capacitances, respectively [1], [2]. However, as the
device’s internal capacitances get smaller, the external parasitic
capacitances formed across device terminals due to the PCB
layout can become comparable in magnitude. As a result, these
layout-dependent external parasitic capacitances can have a
significant impact on the switching dynamics.

Among the external parasitic capacitances, gate-drain par-
asitic capacitance has a significant impact on the switching
transient and switching loss. It is a constant capacitance
that exists between the externally accessible gate and drain
terminals of a power MOSFET, and it is contributed by the
layout of the gate and drain nodes routed in the PCB. The
value of this capacitance usually lies in the order of a few
pico Farads, and it is difficult to measure the capacitance using
commonly used laboratory equipment such as LCR meter, etc.
In this work, the procedure described in [3] is adopted for the
measurement.
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The external layout-dependent parasitic gate-drain capaci-
tance is usually neglected in the analytical model of Si MOS-
FETs [4], [5]. [6], [7] considered the impact of the external
gate-drain capacitance on the switching dynamics, however,
through behavioral simulation. Moreover, this capacitance
was considered to be in parallel with the internal gate-drain
capacitance of the Si SJMOS, which is not true in practice due
to the presence of the internal gate resistance of the MOSFET
(see Fig. 1). This may lead to errors in estimating the voltage
rise and fall slopes and switching loss. In addition, no existing
literature provided analytical expressions to understand the
effect of the external gate-drain capacitance on the switching
transient.

In this paper, the impact of the external parasitic gate-drain
capacitance on the switching dynamics of silicon superjunction
MOSFET (Si SJMOS) is investigated in detail. A better
modeling is considered where the external gate-drain capac-
itance is not directly connected in parallel to the gate-drain
depletion capacitance (Fig. 1). Detailed model of the device
channel current and capacitance characteristics is considered
and analytical expressions are derived to understand the effect
of external gate-drain parasitic capacitance during voltage rise
and fall modes of the switching transition.

The rest of the paper is arranged in the following order.
Section II discusses the behavioral model used for the switch-
ing transient study. The behavioral model is then validated
using the double pulse test experimental results in section IV.
Section V presents a detailed quantitative discussion of the
impact of the external gate-drain capacitance on the switching
dynamics of Si SJMOS. Finally, section VI concludes this
paper.

II. BEHAVIORAL MODEL

To study the impact of the external parasitic gate-drain
capacitance on the switching dynamics of Si SJMOS, a
buck chopper circuit is considered as shown in Fig. 1. SiC
Schottky diode is used as the freewheeling diode. The buck
chopper is supplied with a constant dc source at the input,
and the output is connected to an inductor. Note: during the
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Fig. 1: Buck chopper circuit for switching transition analysis

Fig. 2: (a) Transfer Characteristics (id vs vgs) (b) Output Characteristics (id vs vds)

switching transients, the inductor current can be considered to
be constant.

The equivalent circuit model of Si SJMOS is also shown
in Fig. 1. ich(vgs, vds) represents the channel current of the
Si SJMOS, which is modeled as a voltage-dependent current
source. To accurately model the device I-V characteristics in
both saturation and ohmic region, the Nth power law MOSFET
model [8] is used in this work. In the saturation region, ich =
ich(sat) is given by (1) and (2) represents the equation of ich
in the ohmic region. Good accuracy is obtained in modeling
the channel current in both saturation and ohmic region (see
Fig. 2(a) and 2(b)). Note: continuity is maintained by the given
choice of the current equation at the point of saturation given
by vds(sat) = k2(vgs − Vth)

m.

ich(sat) = k1 (vgs − Vth)
n

ich(ohm) = ich(sat)

(
2−

vds

vds(sat)

)(
vds

vds(sat)

) (1)

(2)

The internal capacitance of the Si SJMOS plays an impor-
tant role during the switching dynamics and they should be
accurately modeled. Cgs, Cgd, and Cds represent the internal
gate-source, gate-drain and drain-source capacitance of the Si
SJMOS. Among these capacitances, Cgs shows no dependence
on the drain-source voltage (vds) of the Si SJMOS and it can
be modeled as a constant capacitance equal to Ciss(Vdc). On
the other hand, Cgd and Cds are highly non-linear capacitance
and dependent on their respective terminal voltages vdg and
vds. A detailed model of these capacitances are considered
that can model both the low and high voltage regions with

Fig. 3: Capacitance plots (a) Si SJMOS , (b) SiC Schottky Diode
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Fig. 4: Comparison of internal Cgd and layout-dependent external Cx1

good accuracy (see (3), (4) and Fig. 3(a)). Cgd, and Cds can
be obtained from the capacitance (Crss, Coss) versus drain-
source (vds) plot provided in the device datasheet using the
following equation: Cgd = Crss and Cds = Coss−Crss. Here,
Crss and Coss represent the reverse transfer capacitance and
output capacitance of the Si SJMOS respectively. Rg1 is the
internal gate resistance of the Si SJMOS.

Cgd(vdg) =



Cox vdg < 0

Cgd0(
1 +

vdg
k1

)3
0 ≤ vdg ≤ VT1

k2
(
vdg − VT1

)
+ k3 vdg ≥ VT1

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

Cds(vds) =


Cds0(

1 + vds
k4

)3
0 ≤ vds ≤ VT1

k5
(
vds − VT1

)
+ k6 vds ≥ VT1

(4a)

(4b)

Fig. 1 also shows the equivalent circuit of the SiC SBD.
It is modeled as an ideal diode with zero voltage-drop in
the forward direction and as a voltage-dependent capacitance
(Cd(vd)) in the reverse-biased condition. This capacitance has
a direct impact on the voltage slew rates during the switching
transitions. Hence, a detailed model of this capacitance is
considered (see (5)). A good accuracy is obtained is modeling
the C-V characterisitics provided in the datasheet (see Fig.
3(b)).
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Cd(vd) =


Cd0(

1 +
vd

k7

)0.5
vd ≤ VT2

k8
(
vds − VT2

)
+ k9 vd ≥ VT2

(5a)

(5b)

Si SJMOS is driven with the standard gate drive voltage vG
of 15/0 V. The external circuit parasitic inductance such as Ld,
Ls and the layout-dependent parasitic capacitances Cx1 and
Cx2 also have a significant impact on the switching dynamics
and are considered in the model. Ls represents common-
source inductance contributed mostly by the devices source
leads and Ld represents the lumped value of the power loop
inductance excluding Ls. Among the parasitic capacitances,
the external gate-drain capacitance Cx1 can become compara-
ble or even higher than the internal gate-drain capacitance of
the Si SJMOS (see Fig. 4). This can influence the switching
dynamics of the Si SJMOS significantly. However, value of
these capacitances are usually in the range of few pico Farads
and it is difficult to measure using commonly used laoratory
equipments such as LCR meter, etc. In this work, Cx1 is
measured according to the measurement procedure provided
in section IV.B of [3].

The time evolution of gate-source voltage vgs(t), drain-
source voltage vds(t) and channel current ich(t) during switch-
ing transitions are the key waveforms related to switching
dynamics study and switching loss estimation. Due to the
presence of internal device and circuit parasitics, it is not
possible to measure these waveforms experimentally. The
measurable waveforms are vg′s′(t), vd′s′(t) and id(t) (see Fig.
1(a)). The actual switching loss (E) in the MOSFET is given
by (6).

E =

∫ T

0

vds(τ)ich(τ) dτ (6)

III. ANALYTICAL SWITCHING TRANSIENT MODEL

In this section, analytical switching transient model of
Si SJMOS and SiC SBD is presented in detail. Switching
dynamics of Si SJMOS is presented in two parts; turn-on and
turn-off switching dynamics.

A. Turn-on analytical model

Fig. 5 shows the equivalent circuit during the turn-on
switching dynamics and Fig. 8 shows the waveforms obtained
from the simulation of the turn-on circuit in MATLAB. Based
on the waveforms, the turn-on switching transient is divided
into multiple modes: 1) Mode I (delay period), 2) Mode II
(current-rise period) and 3) Mode III (voltage-fall period).

1) Mode I - Delay period: A positive gate signal is applied
to the Si SJMOS ad gate-source voltage vgs starts increasing
from zero. No significant change occurs in the power circuit
and the effect of Cx1 is negligible. This mode ends when vgs
reaches the threshold voltage Vth.

Fig. 5: Equivalent circuit during the turn-on switching transition

Fig. 6: Turn-on switching transitient waveforms

2) Mode II - Current-rise period: This mode begins when
vgs crosses Vth. The channel current is given by (1) as Si
SJMOS operates in the saturation region. In this mode, ich ≈
id rises approximately linearly with time and vds almost stays
constant (see Fig. 8). As a result, effect of Cx1 is also small
in this mode and it can be neglected.

3) Mode III - Voltage-fall period: This mode begins when
drain current id exceeds I0 and SiC SBD becomes reverse-
biased. The charging and discharging of the diode’s reserve-
biased capacitance and the output capacitance of the Si SJMOS
occurs respectively. Due to significant change in the drain-
source voltage vds of Si SJMOS, a signficant effect of Cx1

is observed in this mode (see Fig. 8). Its effect can be
qualitatively illustrated as:

• When drain-source voltage vds experiences a large vari-
ation in its value, a current iCx1

≈ Cx1(dvds/dt) is
induced in the gate circuit through the capacitor Cx1.

• This induced current affects the gate circuit by affect-
ing the time constant associated with the gate circuit.
Whereas the time constant τ1 ≈ RgCiss is hardly affected
as Cx1 ≪ Ciss, τ2 gets affected as both the terms are
of comparable magnitude (see footnote 1). Moreover,
(dvds/dt) is negative during the turn-on switching transi-
tion which reduces the effective voltage in the gate circuit.
As a result, gate circuit expriences slow dynamics of vgs
(see (7)).

• This results in slower rise of the channel current ich
which is solely dependent on vgs (see (1)).

• Due to reduced ich, the current id − ich discharging the
Coss also reduces. Due to the slower switching transition,
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Fig. 7: Equivalent circuit during the turn-off switching transition

these modes also incur higher switching loss.

VGG ≈ τ1
dvgs

dt
+ vgs + Ls

did

dt
− τ2

dvds

dt

vds = Vdc − (Ld + Ls)
did

dt

(id − ich) ≈
(
Cds(vds) + Cgd(vdg) + Cx1

) dvds

dt

≈
(
Coss(eq)(vdg , vds)

) dvds

dt

id = I0 + (Cd(vd) + Cx2)
dvD

dt

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Fig. 5 is also the equivalent circuit of this mode. By
applying KVL in the gate circuit and the power circuit, (7)1

and (8) can be obtained. Application of the KCL at the drain
node d gives (9) and (10). (7)-(10) completely describe the
dynamics of this mode. These equations form a set of coupled
non-linear differential equations and finite difference methods
are employed to obtain the solution. This mode ends when Si
SJMOS enters into the ohmic region.

B. Turn-off anaytical model

Equivalent circuit during the turn-off switching transition is
shown in Fig. 7. Similar to the turn-on switching transient,
turn-off switching transient can also be divided into multiple
modes. 1) Mode IV (delay period) 2) Mode V (voltage-rise
period) and 3) Mode VI (current-fall period). No considerable
effect of Cx1 is observed in modes IV and VI due to insignif-
icant change in vds and hence, they are not described. Cx1

strongly impacts the voltage-rise period.
1) Mode V - Voltage-rise period: The analysis of this mode

is similar to mode III. As Si SJMOS enters into the saturation
region from ohmic region, significant change in vds occurs
that couples the gate and power loop resulting in coupled
dynamics.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the behavioral model described in section II
will be validated through the experimental results.

1τ1 = Rg (Cgs + Cgd) + Rg2Cx1 ≈ RgCiss, τ2 = RgCgd + Rg2Cx1

Rg = Rg1 + Rg2, Ciss = Cgs + Cgd

Fig. 8: Turn-off switching transitient waveforms

Fig. 9: DPT experimental setup

Fig. 10: Validation of the behavioral model shown for two operating conditions [Rg2 =
5Ω, I0 = 5A] and [Rg2 = 10Ω, I0 = 10A]

A. Experimental Setup

To capture switching dynamics of Si SJMOS, a double pulse
test (DPT) based experiment is conducted. Fig. 9 shows the
experimental setup. A 650V Si SJMOS (IPP60R280P7 from
Infineon Technologies) with a current rating of 12 A was tested
in the DPT. The tests were conducted at dc bus voltage Vdc =
400V , for two values of external gate resistance Rg2 = 5, 10Ω
and three values of load current I0 = 5, 10, 15A.

Gate-source voltage vg′s′(t), drain-source voltage vds′(t),
and drain-current id(t) are important waveforms for the
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Fig. 11: Effect of Cx1 during Mode III of turn-off transition [Vdc = 400V, I0 = 10A] (a) Mode III waveforms comparison, (b) (dvds/dt)on comparison, (c) Eon comparison
for Rg2 = 5Ω ; (d) Mode III waveforms comparison, (e) (dvds/dt)on comparison, (f) Eon comparison for Rg2 = 10Ω

characterization of the switching dynamics. Passive probe
TPP1000 (10x, 1GHz), high voltage probe P5100A (100x,
500 MHz) and coaxial current shunt SSDN-414-10 (100mΩ,
2GHz) were used for the measurement of vg′s′(t), vds′(t),
and id(t) respectively. Mixed Signal Oscilloscope MDO3104
(1GHz, 5Gs/s) was used to capture the signals. Deskew and
calibration fixture (067-1686-00) was used to match the prop-
agation delay between the voltage and current probes before
the experiment.

B. Validation of the Behavioral Model

The validation of the behavioral model is carried out in
this subsection. vd′s′(t) and id(t) waveforms obtained from
the DPT experiment is compared with that obtained from the
simulation of the behvioral model in MATLAB/Simulink. Fig.
10 shows the comparison for both turn-on and the turn-off
switching transition for two operating conditions. It can be
observed that the behavioral model can estimate the switching
dynamics with sufficient accuracy. Hence, this model will be
taken as a benchmark for the demonstrating the impact of the
external parasitic gate-drain capacitance.

V. IMPACT OF THE EXTERNAL PARASITIC GATE-DRAIN
CAPACITANCE

In this section, the impact of the external parasitic gate-
drain capacitance on the turn-on and the turn-off switching
transitions is investigated quanitatively.

A. Effect of Cx1 on the Turn-on transients

To highlight the impact of Cx1 on the turn-on switching
transient, switching waveforms, loss and (dvds/dt) during
the voltage-fall period of the turn-on switching transition are
compared with and without Cx1 in Fig. 11. This comparison
is presented for two values of external gate resistances Rg2 =
5, 10Ω. The following important observations are obtained
from these plots.

• It can be clearly observed from Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(d)
that Cx1 reduces the (dvds/dt) rate (solid cyan curve).
Whereas the (dvds/dt) rate is reduced by about 16.3%
for Rg2 = 5Ω, a higher gate resistance Rg2 = 10Ω leads
to about 22.3% reduction in the (dvds/dt). The change in
dv/dt due to Cx1 remains approximately the same with
load currents I0.

• Due to slower switching dynamics, switching loss in the
voltage-fall period also increases by about 9% for Rg2 =
5Ω and by about 11.8% for Rg2 = 10Ω when Cx1 is
considered. The change in the switching loss due to Cx1

also increases when the load current was increases.

B. Effect of Cx1 on the Turn-off transients

Switching waveforms, loss and (dvds/dt) are also compared
for the turn-off switching transitions during the voltage-rise in
Fig. 12 with and without the consideration of the Cx1. The
important observations obtained from the plots are

• Similar to the turn-on (dvds/dt), Cx1 also leads to the
reduction of the turn-off (dvds/dt). While (dvds/dt)
reduces by more than 20.5% for an external gate resis-
tance Rg2 = 5Ω, more than 25% reduction is observed
for Rg2 = 10Ω. The variation in load current do not
significantly alter the above observations.

• Switching loss during the voltage-rise period of the turn-
off switching transitions also increased by about 15% for
Rg2 = 5Ω and by about 24.4% for Rg2 = 10Ω. Unlike,
dv/dt, the change in the switching loss is also observed
to increase with the increase in the load current.

VI. CONCLUSION

A detailed investigation into the effect of the external
parasitic gate-drain capacitance is presented in this paper. This
capacitance was observed to significantly alter the switching
dynamics of Si SJMOS, as its magnitude is comparable with
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Fig. 12: Effect of Cx1 during Mode VI of turn-off transition [Vdc = 400V, I0 = 10A] (a) Mode VI waveforms comparison, (b) (dvds/dt)off comparison, (c) Eoff

comparison for Rg2 = 5Ω ; (d) Mode VI waveforms comparison, (e) (dvds/dt)off comparison, (f) Eoff comparison for Rg2 = 10Ω

the device’s internal gate-drain capacitance at high drain-
source voltage. Consideration of this capacitance leads to more
accurate estimation of switching losses and (dvds/dt). While
about 23% and 25% reduction in the (dvds/dt) is observed
during the turn-on and turn-off transitions, about 12% increase
in Eon and about 24% increase in Eoff is observed. The
impact of the capacitance is even more pronounced for higher
gate resistance.
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